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Intermediate efficiency (Kallenberg’s efficiency) matches in a nice way
two concepts lying behind Pitman’s and Bahadur’s efficiencies by conside-
ring both: significance levels tending to zero and alternatives tending to the
null hypothesis. In our paper we concentrate on the definition and calcu-
lation of the intermediate efficiency of Kolmogorov-Smirnov-type tests for
stochastic ordering. We consider two independent samples X1, ..., Xm and
Y1, ..., Yn. The X’s and Y ’s are distributed according to continuous distri-
bution functions F and G, respectively. The null hypothesis H0 asserts that
X’s are stochastically smaller than Y ’s, i.e.

H0 : F (z)  G(z) for each z ∈ R

while the alternative H1 is unrestricted one and has the form

H1 : F (z) < G(z) for some z ∈ R.

Given the total number of observations N = m(N) +n(N), we consider we-
ighted and unweighted Kolmogorov-Smirnov tests TN and VN , respectively.
If we denote by (P1N , Q1N ) the probability measures for (X,Y ) distribu-
tions from the proper defined series of alternatives then we can define the
intermediate efficiency

eT V = lim
N→∞

ST V(N, (P1N ×Q1N ))
N

,

where
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}
and tαNN , vαNS+k denote the critical values for the tests TN , VS+k on signifi-
cance levels αN . Note that ST V(N, (P1N ×Q1N )) is the minimal sample size
S from which VS outperforms TN . In our paper we calculate this efficiency
for some weighted Kolmogorov-Smirnov test TN with respect to unweigh-
ted VN and we demonstrate in a numerical experiment that the efficiency
describes well the tests behavior.
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